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[57] ABSTRACT 

The present invention relates to the fast destaging method 
using a parity engine, and more particularly to the fast 
destaging method for constituting and administering the 
cache of disk array in order to minimize loWering of Write 
performance Which occurs in high-speed disk array control 
ler using VRAM parity engine. 

According to the invention, the disk cache is composed of 
the read cache, the Write cache and the destaging cache. The 
Write caching is processed as being divided into the Write 
cache and the destaging cache. The destaging cache, Which 
has just one more block for mid parity to its data block, uses 
less memory and enables the Write cache to be allocated With 
more blocks, and thereby it can improve hit ratio of cache. 
Write requests are ?rst stored on the Write cache, and if the 
Write cache is full, they move blocks that Would be least used 
thereafter into the destaging cache. Once destaging is 
requested, it is practicable With one parity calculation and 
tWo Write operations by selecting blocks that is least recently 
used. 

Also in destaging, block parity calculation can increase its 
speed and relieve the processor burden by using a VRAM 
based parity engine Which has its dual ports. 

3 Claims, 5 Drawing Sheets 
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FAST DESTAGING METHOD USING PARITY 
ENGINE 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention 

The present invention relates to the fast destaging method 
using a parity engine, and more particularly to the fast 
destaging method for constituting and administering cache 
of the disk array in order to minimize degradation of Write 
performance Which occurs in the high-speed disk array 
controller using a VRAM parity engine. 

2. Description of the Related Prior Art 

Generally, the disk array system is of high performance 
and of large capacity, Which distributes and accommodates 
data into a plurality of independent disks to operate as a big 
disk. HoWever, vieWing that in the disk array system data are 
distributed and accommodated into many disks, only one 
disk failure can cause the Whole system data to get damaged 
and unable to be retrieved. To overcome this problem, RAID 
system provides recovery method of damaged data by 
utiliZing secondary data such as Disk Mirroring or ECC 
code or parity data. According to their features and manuals 
of those secondary data, the system is to be classi?ed into 
multiple RAID levels, and RAID level 5, Which disperses 
and accommodates parity data into multiple disks, is fre 
quently used. 

The disk array system operating in RAID level 5 is 
extensively used as a large storage device Which achieves 
high availability through parity storage and high 1/0 rate 
through a block interleaving. In spite of a disk failure, the 
parity block for the Whole data block alWays should be 
calculated and stored so as to retrieve the disk data. 
Therefore, at each Write request additional three disk I/O are 
required, Which gracefully degrades Write performance. 

If the loads of disk I/O increase, the number of 1/0 to 
limited disks gracefully increases, Which degrades Write 
performance and the overall disk I/O performance. 

To minimiZe the performance degradation by Write opera 
tions in a RAID level 5 disk array, the delayed Writes 
technique is used. The delayed Writes technique cannot 
reduce the number of disk I/O Without increasing hit ratio of 
the Write cache. HoWever, the host system using a disk array 
also involves a buffer cache in its operating system and 
thereby it is hard to expect high hit ratio of cache. In case 
that cache miss occurs and no neW block is available to 
allocate to the Write cache, one of the blocks resident in 
cache should be Written onto the disk and evacuated, Which 
is termed destaging. Destaging consists of three operations 
at large. Firstly, to calculate a neW parity block, the old data 
block is to be read from the data disk and the old parity block 
is to be read from the parity disk. Secondly, a neW parity 
block is obtained by exclusive OR’ing(XOR’ing) the destag 
ing block and the old data and the old parity block. Finally, 
When parity operation terminates, the destaging block and 
the neW parity block are stored in a disk, and subsequently 
the destaging block is removed from the cache, and then 
destaging operation is terminated. If cache miss frequently 
occurs, it is necessarily needed to reduce destaging number 
and destaging time in order to avoid degradation of perfor 
mance. 

FIG. 1 shoWs the architecture of former disk array 1 
Which has the disk cache 3, the old data cache 4, the old 
parity cache 5, exclusive OR 2 and a plurality of disks. In the 
disk array controller Which utiliZes the former Write cache, 
tWo reads and tWo Writes are generated in the data disk and 
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2 
the parity disk at destaging, and thereby the performance 
greatly degrades even With a slightly increase of Write miss 
ratio. In order to relieve the burden of reading the old data 
and the old parity for destaging, the method Was also 
proposed that tWo reads can be reduced at destaging by 
installing extra cache for the old data and the old parity. The 
method has its draWbacks in that the cost is high due to extra 
cache and in that cache block is diminished enough to drop 
hit ratio of cache in the case of dividing the limited cache 
capacity into three parts. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

Therefore, it is an object of the present invention to 
provide fast destaging method using a parity engine Which 
minimiZes the performance degradation due to destaging by 
utiliZing a disk cache as a read cache, a Write cache and a 
destaging cache. 

To accomplish the foregoing object, this invention com 
prises the steps of: inspecting the read cache after arrival of 
a read request from the host system; returning the related 
block from the read cache if the requested block is resident 
in the read cache, and if not, returning the related block after 
reading back through the read cache from a disk; inspecting 
?rst the Write cache and the destaging cache When a Write 
request entered, and Writing the data received from the host 
onto the block if resident in cache, and if not, inspecting 
Whether or not there is any block available to allocate to the 
Write cache and Writing the data received from the host onto 
the available block; moving the block of the Write cache into 
the destaging cache and evacuating the destaging cache if no 
block is available to allocate to the Write cache; reading back 
the old data and the old parity to get the mid parity 
calculated, as the block moved into the destaging cache is an 
object of destaging; generating destaging When there is no 
room to allocate to the destaging cache, and processing one 
parity calculation and tWo Writes, and calculating the neW 
parity; Writing an updated data and a neW parity block into 
each data disk and parity disk. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

For fuller understanding of the nature and object of the 
invention, reference should be had to the folloWing detailed 
description taken in conjunction With the accompanying 
draWings in Which: 

FIG. 1 is a block diagram of the architecture of former 
disk array; 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the architecture of disk array 
according to the present invention; 

FIG. 3 is a flow diagram schematically illustrating trans 
action of an I/O request according to the present invention; 

FIG. 4 is a diagram representing the procedure of reading 
back the old data and the old parity block from a disk With 
moving a Write cache block into the destaging cache accord 
ing to the present invention; 

FIG. 5 is a diagram representing exclusive OR’ing of the 
old parity block and the old data previously read from 
destaging cache according to the present invention; 

FIG. 6 is a diagram representing the procedure of obtain 
ing a neW parity for destaging according to the present 
invention; and 

FIG. 7 is a diagram representing the procedure of Writing 
an updated data from the last step of destaging and a neW 
parity block into each data disk and parity disk according to 
the present invention. 

Similar reference characters refer to similar parts in the 
several vieWs of the draWings. 
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DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The present invention is to be explained speci?cally 
hereinafter With reference to the attached drawings. 

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of the architecture of disk array 
according to the present invention, Which consists of the 
read cache 26, the Write cache 27, the destaging cache 28, 
exclusive OR 22 and a plurality of disks. The purpose of 
involving the extra read cache 26 is to minimize the effect 
of delayed response occasioned from a Write request on read 
response performance. Cache block of the destaging cache 
28 consists of tWo blocks. 

One is a destaging object transferred from the Write cache 
27, and the other is a storage of exclusive OR’ing result of 
the old data and the old parity on the block. 

FIG. 3 is a How diagram schematically illustrating trans 
action of an I/O request using three caches illustrated in FIG. 
2, Where the read cache is ?rst inspected 32 after arrival of 
a read request from the host system 20, and if resident, the 
block is returned from the read cache, and if not, the block 
is read back into the read cache from disk and returned 32a. 
When a Write request enters, the Write cache and the 
destaging cache is ?rst inspected 33, 35, and if resident in 
cache, the data transferred from the host are Written onto the 
block. If not, the data transferred from the host are Written 
onto the block, after inspecting Whether or not there is any 
block available to allocate to the Write cache 36. If no block 
available to allocate to the Write cache, the block of the Write 
cache is moved into the destaging cache 36a and the block 
of Write cache is evacuated. The block Which is moved into 
the destaging cache is an object of destaging, and therefore 
the old data and the old parity are read back 36b to get mid 
parity calculated as folloWs 36c; 

mid parity=old dataQBold parity (1) 

Destaging occurs When there is no room to allocate to the 
destaging cache. In this regard, one parity calculation 37a 
and tWo Writes are processed. The neW parity calculation is 
as folloWs; 

neW parity=neW dataQBmid parity (2) 

FIG. 4 is a diagram representing the procedure of reading 
back the old data and the old parity block from a disk With 
moving Write cache blocks into the destaging cache, Where 
the one that Would be least recently used among cache 
blocks is moved to the destaging cache in case of full Write 
cache. 

FIG. 5 is a diagram representing exclusive OR’ing of the 
old parity block and the old data previously read from the 
destaging cache. 

FIG. 6 is a diagram representing the procedure of obtain 
ing neW parity for destaging. 

FIG. 7 is a diagram representing the procedure of Writing 
an updated data from the last step of destaging and a neW 
parity block into each data disk and parity disk. 

Referring to FIG. 4 to FIG. 7, parity calculation performs 
the operation of XOR’ing the old parity resident in VRAM 
and the old data resident in a disk cache memory and the 
operation of restoring it onto the parity cache. For the 
operations, concurrently Read Transfer operation 54, 63 is 
requested through VRAM controller and the output of XOR 
logic buffer is enabled. 

Read Transfer operation is a prior operation 55 for reading 
data through SAM port of VRAM, and thereafter the data of 
continuously augmented addresses can be read by adding a 
clock signal to SC(Serial Clock) port of VRAM. 
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4 
When Read Transfer operation terminates, the ?rst Word 

of a old data block of the disk cache memory is read 56, 65 
and Written onto RAM port of VRAM, Where the Write data 
into VRAM 66, 58 are resulting from XOR’ing the data read 
from the disk cache memory and the data read from SAM 
port of VRAM. 
When the operation of reading from the disk cache 

memory and of Writing onto VRAM terminates, the 
addresses of the disk cache memory and VRAM are aug 
mented by a Word, and the block siZe counter is diminished 
by a Word. Further, the data of one-Word augmented address 
are read by supplying a clock signal to SC port of VRAM. 
Writing the augmented address from the disk cache memory 
onto RAM port of VRAM is continued to operate till the 
block siZe counter reaches ‘0’, from Which the neW parity 
block is XOR’ed With a neW data block of the disk cache 
memory and updated by the XOR’ed value. 
As illustrated, in the present invention the Write cache is 

processed as being divided into the Write cache and the 
destaging cache. The destaging cache, Which has just one 
more block for mid parity to its data block , uses less 
memory and enables the Write cache to be allocated With 
more blocks, and thereby it can improve hit ratio of cache. 
Here, the mid parity is XOR’ing of the old data block and 
the old parity block. Also in destaging, block parity calcu 
lation can increase its speed and relieve the processor burden 
by using a VRAM based parity engine Which has dual ports. 

The foregoing description, although described in its pre 
ferred embodiment With a certain degree of particularity, is 
only illustrative of the principles of the present invention. It 
is be understood that the present invention is not to be 
limited to preferred embodiments disclosed and illustrated 
herein. Accordingly, all expedient variations that may be 
made Within the scope and spirit of the present invention are 
to be encompassed as further embodiments of the present 
invention. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A fast destaging method using a parity engine, com 

prising the steps of: 
a. inspecting a read cache of a disk array after receiving 

a read request for a requested read block from a host 
system at the disk array; 

b. returning the requested read block from the read cache 
if the requested read block is resident in the read cache 
and returning the requested read block from a disk after 
reading through the read cache if the requested read 
block is not resident in the read cache; 

c. inspecting ?rst a Write cache and then a destaging cache 
of the disk array after receiving a Write request for a 
requested Write block from the host system at the disk 
array and Writing the requested Write block received 
from the host onto one of the Write caches and the 
destaging cache if the requested Write block is resident 
in the one of the Write cache and the destaging cache; 

d. determining Whether there is an available block to 
allocate to the Write cache if the requested Write block 
is not resident in the one of the Write cache and the 
destaging cache and routing the requested Write block 
onto the available block if an available block is found; 

e. moving a Write cache block from the Write cache to the 
destaging cache if no available block is found in said 
step d.; 
reading an old data and an old parity of the Write cache 
block and calculating a mid-parity therefrom; 

g. determining Whether the destaging cache is full after 
step f.; 
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h. Writing the Write request block to one of the Write cache 
and the destaging cache if the destaging cache is 
determined not to be full in said step g.; and 

i. generating a destaging by calculating a neW parity from 
the mid-parity and a neW data, Writing a neW parity 
block and a neW data block onto each data disk and 
parity disk of said disk array, and Writing the Write 
request block to the Write cache if the destaging cache 
is determined to be full in said step g. 

6 
2. The fast destaging method of claim 1, Wherein said step 

of calculating a mid parity comprises performing an eXclu 
sive OR operation on the old data and the old parity of the 
Write cache block. 

3. The fast destaging method of claim 1, Wherein said step 
of calculating the neW parity comprises performing an 
exclusive OR operation on the neW data and the mid parity. 

* * * * * 


